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TMS MEDIA STUDIO
Finally, a DAMS made for collections
TMS Media Studio is a digital asset management 
system (DAMS) designed especially for collections. 
Powerful but user-friendly, this web-based DAMS 
enhances the media workflows across your institution. 
Streamline internal operations from collections care to 
exhibition planning, to rights management, to public-
facing departments like marketing, publications, and 
beyond.
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WHY 
CHOOSE 
TMS 
MEDIA 
STUDIO?

Shares its database with TMS Collections
TMS Media Studio stores its data in the same 
database as TMS Collections, the collections 
management system (CMS) by Gallery Systems. 
No other DAMS can offer this seamless workflow 
between managing digital assets and collections 
data.

TMS Media Studio isn’t a 3rd-party DAMS
No integration necessary. Go live months earlier 
than you could with a 3rd-party DAMS. Save 
time, money, and IT resources, both during the 
implementation and in the future. You’ll never 
have to pay to maintain an integration between 
your DAMS and CMS—or worry that an upgrade 
to either will break the entire system.

Syncs in real-time with your CMS
Updates made in TMS Media Studio are reflected 
immediately in TMS Collections, and vice versa. 
Your collections data is always up-to-date. No 
need for duplicate data entry, ever.
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WHO BENEFITS FROM 
TMS MEDIA STUDIO?

Collections 
Care 

Teams

Leverage a DAMS 
and CMS made to 

work together

Database and 
Digital Asset 

Teams

Support the intake 
and management 
of digital assets

Marketing, 
Publications, 

Education

Make media 
available to public-

facing departments

With most departments using digital assets, 
the answer is almost everyone
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TMS MEDIA STUDIO FEATURES

Web-based interface
Access your media records from anywhere. Ensure the collections 
data and digital assets you need are always at your fingertips. 
TMS Media Studio is a secure, web-based DAMS.

Robust searching
Always find what you’re looking for. Perform simple searches 
and complex cross-field filtration with ease. Search by keyword, 
description, media number, accession number, or any other term.

Ironclad security
Protect your media assets with granular security. Grant and restrict 
access to users and groups using role-based criteria.

Powerful data linking
Link media assets to records in every module of TMS Collections. 
The 11 modules are: Bibliography, Crates, Constituents, Events, 
Exhibitions, Insurance, Loans, Media, Objects, Shipping, and 
Sites—plus Projects which is part of TMS Media Studio. For TMS 
Conservation Studio clients, the Conservation Reports module is 
also compatible.

Video and audio previews
Preview files directly in TMS Media Studio. Configure the preview 
settings to your preferred preview duration for audio and video, 
with video previews viewable at 720 or 1080 resolution.

Superior media importing
Batch-add digital assets with the new Media Importer tool to 
accelerate cataloguing and record linking. Or add new files using 
drag-and-drop functionality for individual control.

Easy asset management
Move media assets between folders in TMS Media Studio. Clean up, 
consolidate, and oversee workflows with just a click.

Flexible media download
Create media packages in seconds. Download single images 
or multiple files into a zipped folder with on-the-fly generated 
derivatives. Embed TMS data into the downloaded files using Media 
Download Templates.

Image annotation
Use integrated markup tools to annotate images with text and 
graphics. Original media files are fully preserved with markups saved 
as a separate media asset.

Rights and reproductions management
Manage rights and reproductions for media assets and intellectual 
artwork in the same place. Edits made in TMS Media Studio appear 
immediately in your CMS database.

Batch update functionality
Update individual records or lists of records at once. Leverage batch 
functionality to move records between folders and auto-update 
authorities and paths.

Boost online collections
Pair TMS Media Studio with eMuseum to improve your web 
publishing workflow. eMuseum is an online collections software 
used to display collections, reach new audiences, and support your 
digital strategy.

Interested in a demo?
See TMS Media Studio in action for yourself. Reach out to 
Gallery Systems via our contact form. We’ll connect with you 
soon regarding your DAMS and digital asset needs.
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